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PREFACE

This report describes results of an investigation into the feasibi-

lity of predicting photoelectric yields on the basis of a simple model.

It has been det(!rmined that the quantum yield, yield spectrum, and

angle of photon incidence dependence are easily predicted on the basis

of the proposed model. It is further suspected but as yet unsubstantiated

that the angle of electron emission distribution is also adequately ex-

pressed by the model. The difference between forward and backward yield

is not accounted for in the proposed model but it is suggested that this

difference can be expressed in terms of anistropy factors determined

via experiments or Monte Carlo calculations.

The value of the proposed model is that it represents, in effect, a

curve fit to the experimental and Monte Carlo data, and a scheme for

extrapolation or interpolation to regions in which data is not available.

Thus, the simple formulas developed here can be used to bridge the gap

between the more detailed investigations and the user community.

it
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ABSTRACT

A simple model of the photoelectric yield is proposed and predic-

tions of the yield and yield spectrum based upon this model are compared

with published experimental data for aluminum. Furthermore, simple

expressions for the electron emission current for arbitrary incident

photon fluxes are derived for the higher energy components of the photo-

electric yield. Since the photoelectrons are assumed to propagate

isotropically, no distinction is made between forward and backscatter

yields or emission currents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to evaluate some of the features of the electromagnetic

response of systems to pulsed, photon environments, it is necessary to

understand the intensity, energy spectrum, and angular distribution of

the electron emission cu.rent. For a realistic application, the elec-

tron emission spectrum and angular distribution can be found by con-

volving the incident photon spectrum with the electron yield as a

function of photon energy. This electron yield, which expresses the

number of electrons emitted from a surface per incident photon, can be

expected to vary with angle of photon incidence and iaterial composition

as well as with photon energy.

Soft* x-rays contribute to electron emission primarily through

photoelectric interactions and the electron yield for soft x-rays

will be referred to here as the photoelectric yield. In this paper a

simple model of the photoelectric yield is proposed and predictions based

upon the model are compared with published experimental data. Furthermore,

simple expressions for the electron emission current for arbitrary in-

cident photon fluxes are derived for the higher energy electron components.

II. A PHOTOELECTRIC YIELD MODEL

The total photoelectric yield receives contributions from primary

photoelectrons, Auger electrons, and secondary electrons (also referred

to as "knock-on" electrons or delta rays). The photoelectric yield model

proposed here consists of assuming that, for each component

1. The electrons are initiated with uniform density in the

* The term "soft" x-ray will be interpreted here to include all x-rays
which are more apt to undergo photoelectric than Compton collisions, and
hence the energy range will vary with material. For aluminum, x-rays
below 50 KeV can be considered "soft".
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struck material, with the primary and Auger sources densities

equal to p.e./Cosa where 4 is the photon flux at the surface,

Vp~ is the mass absorption coefficient, and a is the anglep.e.

of incidence of the photon with respect to the normal to the

surface.

2. The electrons propagate isotropically from their point of

initiation.

3. The electrons travel precisely their mean forward range (a

function of the electron energy which is a function of the

incident photon eihergy, hv, and the atomic electron binding

energies) in straight paths.

4. The electrons lose energy continuously according to an effec-

tive stopping power which :z; just the ordinary stopping power

times the continuous slowing down approximation range divided

by the mean forward range.*

The first assumption, that the elactron source is uniform, is

reasonable for homogeneous materials since electrons are emitted only

from within a few electron ranges of the surface and except for extremely

acute angles of incidence, the photon flux dces not attenuate appreciably

within a few electron ranges. The next assumption, that the olectrons

propagate isotropically from their point of initiation is reasonable for

purposes of estimating the emission spectrum and angular distribution

because of the randomizing effects of multiple electron collisions. The

difference between forward and backward emission is lost in this assump-

tion, however. -The third assumption, that the electrons travel in jtraight

paths precisely their mean forward range, is unjustifiable except from

the standpoint that it is convenient analytically and at least does not

* Electron transmission curves observed in numerous experiments [1] as
well as in Mon;:e Carlo electron transport calculations indicate that
the mean forward range of electrons is roughly half of the maximum range
predicted on the basis of the continuous slowing down approximation (4].
Therefore, an effective stopping power equal to twice the ordinary
stopping power (4] is assumed in the following pages.
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affect the total photoelectric yield (integrated over exit angle and

energy) which is proportional to the mean forward range. Finally, the

assumption that electrons lose energy continuously according to an

effective stopping power is also unjustifiable except that it is com-

patible with the third assumption, it is convenient to use, and results

in photoelectric yield spectra that agree surprisingly well with measured

spectra.

With this model in mind and with reference Eo Figure 1, we can

express the primary electron contributions to the photoelectric yield,

Y, coming from a unit volume at a slant depth, r, and angle, 0, as

dY. i (hv) cosr)-- 1 (1)

cosa • 4nr 2

where r is the slant depth at which the electroia are bozn,

0 is the electron exit angle with respect to the normal

to the surface,

a is the angle of photon incidence with respect to the

normal to the surface,

hV is the incident photon energy, and,

1i(hV) is the mass absorption coefficient (cm2/gm) at hv due
to interaction with the ith electron shell

And since dv = 2 r2 sine dO dr we can express the yield as

d 2Y Pi (hv) cos0sinG
-- = (2)drd0 2 • cosa
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electron

material.
jp

a r dr

rd0

photon

Figure 1. The Photoelectric Yield Model Geometry

Furthermore, given dE/dr, the effective electron stopping power, the

electron exit energy and angular distribution can be expressed as

di dLi= d / dE electrons/photon )
dEdo drd/ dr (unit energy - unit angle

I±i (hv) cos~sinO / (3

2 cosa dr

for 0 < E < hv - Ei, where E. 'is the binding energy of the ith electron

shell.

One interesting observation that can be made on the basis of Equation

(3) is that the angle and energy dependences are separate. The angular

distribution is identi •al for each energy component and the energy distri-

bution is independent oi electrorn exit angle. Fur-thermore, the average
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and most probable exit angle is 45°. If expressed in terms of electrons

per steradian the familiar cosine distribution emerges. Although Equation

(3) applies to primary electrons, the same angle and energy dependence

features apply to Auger and secondary electron components of the photo-

electric yield.

Integration of Equation (3) over angle results in the primary electron

energy spectrum

dY i iL(hv) / (4

dE 4 cosa / dr

Further integration over electron energy results in the primary electron
th

yield from the i shell

Yi (hv) f E dYi/dE dE

0

{j (hv)R(hV-Ei)

= 4 cosa5

where R is the mean foward electron rangeý

The Auger electron component results from outer shell electrons

falling into an inner shell and the energy difference being transferred

to an outer shell electron. A dominant component of the Auger emission

for photons above the K edge energy is driven by K shell excitation in

which case an L shell electron receives EK- 2 EL as ki 'ti energy where

EK is tjhe K shell energy and EL is the L shell energy The Auger effect,

also teferred to ds auto-ionization, competes with fluorescence. The

probability of fluorescence, p(f), resulting from decay to tha K shell is (2]
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p(f) z /(z + 33 (6)

where z is the atomic number.

The p;obability of auto-ionization, p(a), is just

p(a) = 1 - p(f)

=1 -z4/(z4 + ý33) (7).

thus, fur low z materials, auto-ionization is very probable (when

permissibie).

The K shell Augex or auto-ionization component of the photoelectric

yield, Ya can be expressed as

d2Ya (hv) i K(hv) �inOcosO
ap (a)K/ (d/dr) (8)

dEdO 2 cosa

for 0 < E < EK - 2 EL, since the L to K Auger tfnsition is most probable.

The corresponding K shell Auger spectrum a-, is

aY 1K (hv)p(a) /
4 o(dE/dr) (9)8E 4 cosa

and the total K shell Auger yield, Y is

iiK(hv) Pa

Y (hv)- K RpK(a) - 2EL) (10)
a 4 cosa K L
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Auger electrons arising from decay to the L, M, or N shells can be treated

in a similar fashion.

The secondary electron component of the photoelectric yield is the

result of collisions of primary and Auger electrons with atomic electrons.

The secondary electrons constitute the greater numerical component of

"the electron emission but do not appreciably augment the higher energy

content of the energy spectrum. The secondary electron source is pro-

portional to the flux of higher energy electrons. If d2 n /dE dE is theSs/s Psource of seconrery electrons per unit volume per unit secondary electron

energy per un. primary electron energy, then

d = p(E) p(E, E) (11)
dE dE s ps p

where * (E ) is the scalar flux'of primary
.P P
electrons at energy E (electrons/

unit area - unit energy), and,

p(E s, Ep ) is the probability per unit

penetration per unit energy of a

primary electron with energy E
p

producing a secondary electron with

energy E.

Since the electron flux at the material surface (assuming interface with

a vacuum) is half of an isotropic flux and the yield is just one quarter

of an isotropic flux

p(E) = 2Y (Ep) (12)
p p* p p

where Y is the primary (including Auger) yield.p
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And finally, the yield of secondary electrons, Y , can be expressed as

hv/2 Fhv
1f f 2Yp (Ep )p(E ,E )dEp R(Es )dE (13)

Higher order secondary electron components of the photoelectric

yield due to collisions of these secondary electrons can be modeled

by .similar analysis. The total photoelectric yield at hv, Y(hv), is just

the sum of the primary, Auger, and secondary electron components.

Y(hv) = i + Y +Y . (14)

.The photoelectric yield model developed' here suggests that

1. The angular distribution of emitted electrons (per unit angle)

is proportional to sin~cosO for all electron energies and all

components (primary, Auger, or secondary).

2. ihe energy spectrum of the photoelectric yield at any angle has

the same shape.

3. For thin targets the forward and backward'photoelectric yields

are identical.*

4. The photoelectric yield and any component thereof increases as

the angle of incidence increases toward a grazing incidence

according to (cosa)-, where a is the znigle of incidence with

respr--t to the normal at the material surface.

III. PREDICTION OF PHOTOELECtL.rC YIELD AND COMPARISON WITH

EXPFRIMENTAL DATA FOR ALUMINUM

In order to predict 1;? primary and Auger components of photoelec-

tric yield on the basis of Equations (5) and (10), it is necessary to

know the mass absorption coefficient versus photon energy and the

* In reality the original anisotropy of the photoelectron source is not
completely washed out by scattering and hence differefices in forward and
backward yield are to be expected. Perhaps these differences (determined
by experiment or Monte Carlo calculations) can 6e expresso in of
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stopping power versus electron energy. Thd miass absorption coefficient

[3) and electron range power [43 for aluminum are presented in Figure

2. It is assumed in the following predictions that the electron range

can be extrapolated as a power of electron energy below 10 KeV.

The resulting K and L shell and Auger components of the yield,

together with their sum for normal photon incidence, as computed from

Equations (5) and (10), are plotted in Figure 3. Also plotted in Figure

3. is the value of the quantum yield for aluminum observed by Rumsh and

Shchemelev [5) for incident CuK radiation (8.04 KeV). The quantum yield

is defined as the number of acts of electron emission (pos:ibiy including

multiple electrons) per incident photon. The observed value of .3% for
70' incidence with respect to the normal* corresponds to .1026% for normal

incidence. This quantum yield is directly comparable with YK + YL' the

sum of the primary photoelectron yields, and as can be seen, the agree-

ment is quite good.

In addition, the total yield for aluminum including secondary elec-

trons as observed by Izrailev [6] and adjusted for incidence angle has

been plotted. The difference between this yield and the others is pre-

sumably due to the relatively numerous but less energetic secondary elec-

trons counted separately in the Izraile•- experiment. The expressions for

secondary electron emission suggested in Section II. above have not as yet

been evaluated to see to what extent the observed total yield can be

predicted. Ganeev and Izrailev (7] note an anomalously high total yield

for aluminum which they attribute to the high secondary emission properties

of an aluminum oxide filn on their sample. The resulting multiplicity

of electrons per emission event was observed to be between 6 and 10.

Such a multiplicity of elections accounts for the differences indicated

in Figure 3.

* Most works on photoelectric yield, including those cited, refer to the
angle of incidence as being the angle between the photon pathi and ,'e
surface of the photo cathode and hence the angle of incidence specifieC
in Reference 5 is 200.
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In order to examine the energy spectrum of the photoelectric yield

according to the proposed model (Equations (4) and (9)) it is necessary

to know the effective stopping power, dE/dr. The effective stopping

power assumed here is just twice the ordinary electron stopping power [4]

which is plotted, for aluminum, in Figure 4. Values of stopping power

for electron energies below 10 KeV were obtained by a power' law extrapola-

tion from values above 10 KeV. The relative energy spectrum for the

photoelectric yield from Aluminum for an incident CuK photon source has

been reported by Denisov, et. al. [8]. A CuK photon source is composed

of photons produced following transition of L shell electrons to the K

shell in copper, which results in photons with an energy of approximately

8 KeV.

An overlay of a smooth curve through the& observed energy spectrum

of the photoelectric yield for CuK photons incident upon aluminum and

the values predicted via Equations (4) and (9) for a normally incident

(a = 0), 8 KeV photon is presented in Figure 5. The experimental spectrum

(with arbitrary units) was scaled to match the prediction at the Auger

peak at about 1.4 KeV. This point was chosen for the scaling because it

is proportional to the K shell interaction density and hence is not sensi-

tive to the precise incident photon spectrum. Note that both the pre-

dicted and observed spectra jump about a factor of two at the maximum

Auger electron energy. The agreement of the predicted spectrum with the

scaled data would be obtained for any linear relationship between effective

and ordinary stopping power.

The fact that the predicted and observed spectra agree in shape so

well above 1.4 KeV and that the area under the predicted spectrum agrees

with the quantum yield at the same energy (Figure 3.) suggests that the

predicted values are fairly accurate in an absolute sense. The flex point

in the observed spectrum at about 7.4 KeV ca& be explained on the basis

of K shell photoelectrons from oxygen in the aluminum oxide, A120 3 ,

coating on the aluminum sample. Similarly, components of the observed

spectrum between 8 KeV and the predicted L shell yield can be explained

on the basis of electrons from higher shells in aluminum and oxygen.
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The. differences in the spectra at low'energies (<1.4 XeV) reflect

the absence of secondaries in the predicted yield. The location of the

low energy discrepancy allows one to observe that, in this case, the

majority of the secondary electrons have energies less than .5 KeY.

IV. THE PHOTOELECTRIC EMISSION CURRENT FOR

AN ARBITRARY INCIDENT PHOTON FLUX

Given an arbitrary photon flux incident upon a material surface, the

emission current can be expressed in terms of the photoelectric yield.

Let 4(hV,t,a) be the number of photons per unit area per unit energy (hv)

per unit time (t) per unit angle (a). Ten the electron emission current,

j (E,t,O) in terms of electrons per unit area per unit energy (E) per unit

time (t) per unit angle 0 can be expressed as

j(E,t,O) J j! (hv,t,a) cosc(d2 Y/dEdO)d(hv)dc (15)

hv a

where Y is the total yield.

Since the emission angle dependence is independent of everything

else, it is convenient to let

j(E,t,0) = j(E,t)p(O) (16)

where p(O) = 2 sin(cosO (17)

and then, integrating out the 0 dependence,

* It has been assumed that the photon penetration and electron exit times
are negligible and hence the emission current bears the same time de-
pendence as the incident flux.
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j(E,t) = ff hv,t,a) coscz (dY/dE) *d(hv)da (18)

hv a

The primary and Auger electron components of the electron emission

current can be e:qpressed by letting

dY = + dY a,
dE - aE *dE (

Conveniently, each of these terms is proportional to (1/cosa) and hence

the emission current is independent of angle of incidence of the photon

flux. If we define an incident scalar flux as

iT/2

*'(hv,t) = f 'P(hv,t,a)da (20)

a=0

then the primary and Auger emission current is just

j(E,t) = Jr (hv,t) 4 +

hV=E+EK

J 4 (hv,t) iL (hv)dhv
f4 + (21)

hv=E+EL

M K (hv)dhv electrons
H(EK-2ELE) P (a) f (hv,t) 4 it area-unit energy-unit time

hv=EK
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where H(x) is the unit step function, H(x) = 1 for x >0, H(x) = 0 for

x < 0.

For applications in which the electromagnetic response of a system

is dominated by the more energetic electron emission components Equation

(21) may be an adequate representation of the total emission current.

'In some cases, for example, in situations involving the exchange of

charge between system components in close proximity, the charge imbalance

and subsequent reqponse may be significantly influenced by secondary

electron emission.


